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Abstract

We consider the prophet inequality problem for (not necessarily bipartite) matching problems
with independent edge values, under both edge arrivals and vertex arrivals. We show constant-
factor prophet inequalities for the case where the online algorithm has only limited access to
the value distributions through samples. First, we give a 16-approximate prophet inequality for
matching in general graphs under edge arrivals that uses only a single sample from each value
distribution as prior information. Then, for bipartite matching and (one-sided) vertex arrivals,
we show an improved bound of 8 that also uses just a single sample from each distribution.
Finally, we show how to turn our 16-approximate single-sample prophet inequality into a truthful
single-sample mechanism for online bipartite matching with vertex arrivals.

1 Introduction

We study the maximum-weight matching problem, i.e., maximizing the cumulative weight of an
edge set M in a graph such that to each vertex, at most one edge from M is incident. This
problem class comes up naturally in a wide range of applications, like matchmaking, two-sided
markets, assigning jobs to workers, kidney exchange, housing markets, and the like. In many of
these applications, the problem is online in that the input is not fully known from the outset.
Rather it is revealed over time, and decisions have to be made immediately and irrevocably. The
online matching problem comes in many different flavors, for example one can study it for restricted
graph classes like bipartite graphs (e.g., jobs/workers), under different online models (e.g., a fixed
set of houses for which potential buyers become known only over time), and different assumptions
regarding the arrival model (random/adversarial/with expiration times etc.).

Prophet Inequalities. We concentrate here on the prophet model [Krengel and Sucheston, 1977,
1978, Samuel-Cahn, 1984], in which elements arrive in adversarial order and weights are drawn
independently from known distributions. In the original definition, the adversary fixes the order
and distributions up front. The goal is to show a prophet inequality, i.e. an online algorithm such
that the expected weight of the computed solution is at least a 1/α-fraction of the expected weight
of the optimal solution.

The original work of Krengel and Sucheston [1977, 1978] and Samuel-Cahn [1984] has estab-
lished a tight 2-approximate prophet inequality for the problem of selecting one value out of
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a sequence of n values drawn independently from not necessarily identical distributions. Moti-
vated, in part, by a connection to posted-price mechanisms [Hajiaghayi et al., 2007, Chawla et al.,
2010], recent work has established prophet inequalities for a broad range of combinatorial prob-
lems, including matroids and polymatroids (e.g. Alaei [2011], Kleinberg and Weinberg [2012],
Dütting and Kleinberg [2015], Feldman et al. [2016]), bipartite and non-bipartite matching (e.g.
Chawla et al. [2010], Kleinberg and Weinberg [2012], Feldman et al. [2015], Gravin and Wang [2019],
Ezra et al. [2020]), and combinatorial auctions (e.g. Feldman et al. [2015], Dütting et al. [2020a,b]).

Specifically, for the matching problem constant-factor prophet inequalities have been estab-
lished for both (one-sided) vertex arrivals in a bipartite graph [Feldman et al., 2015], and edge
arrivals in bipartite and non-bipartite graphs [Chawla et al., 2010, Kleinberg and Weinberg, 2012,
Gravin and Wang, 2019, Ezra et al., 2020].

The Single-Sample Paradigm. For many applications the assumption that the distributions
are known exactly, as in the prophet model, is a rather strong one. It is natural to ask whether
constant-factor prophet inequalities are also achievable with limited information about the distri-
butions. A natural approach in this context (pioneered by Azar et al. [2014]) is to assume that
the online algorithm has access to a limited number of samples from the underlying distributions,
e.g., from historical data. Arguably, a minimal assumption under this approach is that the online
algorithm has access to just a single sample from each distribution.

Surprisingly, even under this very restrictive assumption, strong positive results are possible.
Importantly, for the classic single-choice prophet inequality one can obtain a factor 2-approximate
prophet inequality with just a single sample from each distribution [Rubinstein et al., 2020], match-
ing the best possible guarantee that can be given with full knowledge of the distributions.

The same problem with identical distributions was considered by Correa et al. [2019], who
showed that with one sample from each distribution it is possible to achieve a e/(e − 1) guar-
antee. This bound was subsequently improved by Kaplan et al. [2020], Correa et al. [2020a], and
Correa et al. [2021] with a tight bound appearing in a recent working paper by Correa et al. [2020b].
Together these results show that there is a small constant-factor gap between the best-possible guar-
antees with a single sample, and the optimal bound with full knowledge of the distributions shown
in Correa et al. [2017].

Azar et al. [2014] give a general reduction showing that a certain type of secretary algorithms,
so-called order-oblivious secretary algorithms, implies the existence of a single-sample prophet
inequality with the same approximation guarantee. They use this reduction to derive single-sample
prophet inequalities for a range of combinatorial problems.

1.1 Results and Techniques

We prove novel and improved constant-factor single-sample prophet inequalities for matching prob-
lems via a direct analysis of simple greedy-based algorithms.

At the heart of our results lies a relatively simple fact. Recall that the greedy algorithm for
maximum-weight matching orders all edges of a graph decreasingly by weight. Then, it traverses
them in this order and whenever there is no conflict, the currently considered edge is added. It is
not a new observation that this well-known and simple 2-approximation exhibits properties close to
those of an online algorithm—actually, when the order of edge’s arrival is decreasing by weight, it
does behave exactly like one. At the same time, the most natural idea when designing sample-based
prophet inequalities is to accept a value during the online algorithm if it beats a threshold derived
from the sample(s), e.g., the largest one. We combine the strategy of sample-thresholds with an
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analysis of the greedy algorithm on the set of all values involved, those from the sample as well as
the actual problem instance.

Closest to our work, a similar approach of exploiting the fixed greedy order was previously
applied by Korula and Pál [2009] in the context of secretary algorithms, i.e., in the absence of prior
knowledge but with the additional assumption of random-order arrivals (see Section 1.2 for a more
detailed discussion).

We apply the above idea to prophet inequalities: somewhat surprisingly, this allows one to
tie the run of the (online, adversarial-order) prophet algorithm closely to that of (offline, fixed-
order) greedy, in the sense that the thresholds correspond to skipping certain values in the greedy
algorithm.

First, we analyze the most general setting of max-weight matching, where G is an arbitrary
(not necessarily bipartite) graph and the edges arrive one-by-one in adversarial order. We provide a
single-sample prophet inequality that computes a matching of expected value at least a 1

16
-fraction

of the expected value of the maximum weight matching (Theorem 1).
Second, with considerable adjustments in the analysis and a slightly different algorithm, we

derive a tighter bound of 8 for the special case of a bipartite graph and one-sided vertex arrival
(Theorem 2).

Finally, since the bipartite graph can be interpreted as dividing the vertices into items and buy-
ers, for this setting we provide also an incentive-compatible mechanism. Because our 8-approximation
appears to lose its approximation guarantee when naturally adjusted to be incentive-compatible,
we employ instead a generalized view on the analysis for the edge-arrival case, accommodating also
the behavior of the selfish buyers. This again results in a 16-approximation (Theorem 3).

1.2 Related Work

Our work is part of a broader literature in algorithm and mechanism design that seeks to obtain
near-optimal algorithms with access to a single sample from the underlying distributions (e.g.,
Azar et al. [2014], Dhangwatnotai et al. [2015], Dütting et al. [2021]).

The most extensive, previous study of single-sample prophet inequalities is given by Azar et al.
[2014]. Based on the observation that the existence of an order-oblivious secretary algorithm implies
the existence of a single-sample prophet inequality with the same ratio, they provide constant
approximations for a number of matroids. They also use a variation of their reduction argument
to obtain a 6.75-approximation for bipartite matching environments with edge arrivals. For this
result they need to assume the vertex degree is limited by a constant d, and they require O(d2)
samples, i.e., a constant number of samples per edge rather than just one.

The aforementioned results of Korula and Pál [2009] together with the insights from Azar et al.
[2014] can actually be employed to derive a (truly) constant bound for maximum-weight bipartite
matching: Korula and Pál [2009] present an 8-approximate secretary algorithm for this problem
with one-sided vertex arrival. Although they do not specifically aim for it, their algorithm and a
version of their analysis is in fact order-oblivious. This, together with the reduction of Azar et al.
[2014] implies the existence of a 13.5-approximate, single-sample prophet inequality for the special
case of bipartite graphs where one side is known offline. This result, like the result for bipartite
matching given by Azar et al. [2014], relies on the relation of single-sample prophet inequalities to
order-oblivious secretary algorithms. In our work, we deviate from this traditional path. While we
have the use of a greedy pricing in common with Korula and Pál [2009], our algorithms are directly
designed to work in the prophet model, avoiding the inherently wasteful detour over order-oblivious
secretary algorithms.

In concurrent and independent work, Caramanis et al. [2021] very recently provide prophet
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inequalities using an approach not unsimilar to ours. They, too, present a constant-factor approx-
imation for matching in general graphs with edge arrivals, where they show a 32-approximation
single-sample prophet inequality. Aiming in a different direction than ours, they then provide
improved results for several special matroids, among them transversal and truncated partition ma-
troids. We instead focus on the important case of bipartite matchings, and the problem of incentive
compatibility. Together, our results demonstrate the versatility and power of a direct, greedy-order
based approach for the design of single-sample prophet inequalities.

In follow-up work, Kaplan et al. [2021] also consider online weighted matching problems with
samples. They show an improved bound of 5.83 for the single-sample prophet inequality problem
for bipartite matching with one-sided vertex arrivals, and an improved bound of 13.5 for matching
in general graphs with edge arrivals.

2 Preliminaries

We have a weighted graph G = (V, E), where each edge e’s weight re is sampled independently
from an unknown distribution De. The only information about these distributions available to the
algorithm beforehand is a single sample se drawn from De for each edge. S and R are both drawn
independently from the product distributions on the De and denote the set of the realized weights
of the samples (S) and of the actual weights (R), respectively. For the sake of simplicity, in the
following we often refer to the R graph, which is simply graph G whose edge weights are given
by R. The S graph is defined analogously but using as weights the values in S. We consider the
following two models:

General graph and edge arrivals. All the vertices V are known in advance, but the edges
arrive one-by-one in adversarial order. Before the online procedure starts, the algorithm has access
to the sampled edge weights S. In the online phase, edges arrive in some (adversarial) order. Upon
arrival of the generic edge e, the corresponding weight re, which is drawn from De, is revealed and
the decision whether to add it the solution is made immediately and irrevocably.

Bipartite graph with vertex arrivals. The vertices are divided into two sets: buyers I (left
vertex set of G), and items J (right vertices). The J side of the graph (the items) is fixed and
available from the beginning together with the realized S graph. On the other hand, the buyers I
appear in adversarial online fashion. Each time buyer i arrives, the algorithm either immediately
and irrevocable match her with any item J that is still available, or let her leave forever unmatched.
Contrary to our edge arrival model, the weights of all incident edges of buyer i are revealed at once.
In this section, we also consider the issue of incentive-compatibility or truthfulness if the buyers
act as selfish agents. A mechanism (assignment rule together with a pricing rule) is called IC or
truthful if for every agent, her utility (value of item assigned minus price paid) is maximized by
reporting her true valuation for all items on sale, i.e., for all adjacent edges in the bipartite graph.

Competitive analysis. Our objective is to maximize the weight of the output matching M , i.e.
to find a one-on-one assignment that maximizes the sum of weights w(M) =

∑

e∈M re. Given the
online nature of the problem, we follow the literature on prophet inequalities and evaluate the
performance of our algorithms in terms of the competitive ratio, i.e. the ratio between the expected
weight of an offline maximum weight matching and the expected weight of the online matching
produced by the algorithm. Clearly, this notion of performance depends on the order in which the
elements arrive, so we give bounds that hold for all possible (adversarial) orders. All bounds that
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Algorithm 1: Prophet Matching

Set E′ = ∅, M = ∅
Compute the greedy matching MS on the graph with edge weights according to sample S
for all e = (u, v) ∈ MS do

Set pu = pv = se.
for all u ∈ V , v unmatched in MS do

Set pu = 0
for each arriving e = (u, v) ∈ E do

if re > max{pu, pv} then

Add e to E′. // This is just for the analysis.

if u, v are not matched in M then
add e to M with weight re

return M

we obtain are related to the expected value of the matching computed on the sample values. The
bounds hold also for an adaptive adversary that knows in advance the whole sequence of values that
will be realized, and it will release the next item in the sequence while knowing all the decisions
previously made by the algorithm.

3 Edge Arrival in General Graphs

Our solution for this problem, Algorithm 1 outlines very well the idea we described above: in order
to bridge the gap between the fixed order employed by greedy (which is a 2-approximation) and the
adversarial one of prophet inequalities (where greedily adding edges would be arbitrarily bad), we
utilize the single sample S = {se|e ∈ E} that we have from the product over all edge distributions.
Recall that we assume the De to be independent.

The algorithm computes an (offline) greedy matching MS on the graph with edge weights S.
Then, for each vertex v, it interprets the weight of the edge incident to it in the greedy solution
as a price pv for the adversarial-order online algorithm: whenever an edge e = (u, v) arrives online
and both endpoints are free, it is added to the matching M if and only if re > max{pv, pu}1. While
the algorithm is simple, the analysis is a bit more challenging. As pointed out before, the greedy
method can be seen as an offline algorithm as well as an online algorithm with the (extremely
simplifying) assumption of a fixed and weight-decreasing arrival order. We combine such a shift
of viewpoint with a suitable reformulation of the random processes involved. More precisely, we
look at our (online) algorithm as the byproduct of a run of a (fixed-order!) greedy strategy on a
random part of a fictitious graph that contains each edge twice (once with the true weight re, and
once with the sampled weight se).

To help with the analysis, together with the solution M , the algorithm builds E′, a subset of
E containing all the edges such that re > max{pv, pu}, i.e. all edges that are price-feasible. Note
that E′ is a superset of the actual solution M and may not be a matching.

Equivalent offline algorithm. In order to analyze the competitive ratio of Algorithm 1, we
state an offline, greedy-based algorithm with similar properties that is easier to work with. This
offline procedure considers an equivalent stochastic process generating the edge weights in S and

1We assume to break ties uniformly at random before running the algorithm, i.e. for the set of all drawn numbers

that have value x, pick a permutation π of those uniformly at random and define a draw of the same value to be

larger than another if and only if it comes first in π.
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Algorithm 2: Offline Matching

Set E′ = ∅, MS = ∅, M = ∅ V S = V
For each e ∈ E, draw from De two values ae,1 and ae,2

Order A = {ae,1, ae,2|e ∈ E} in decreasing fashion
Mark each edge e ∈ E as unused
for each value a ∈ A in the above order do

if a corresponds to edge e = (u, v) s.t. e is unused, u ∈ V S and v ∈ V S then

Flip a coin
if Heads then

Mark e as R-used

Add e to E′ with weight a

else

Mark e as S-used

Add e to MS with weight a
Remove u, v from V S // Blocking these vertices for use in MS and E

′.

else if a corresponds to e = (u, v) that has been observed before, u ∈ V S and v ∈ V S

then

Remove u and v from V S // Blocking these vertices for use in MS and E
′.

Add e to MS with weight a
for each e in the same order as Algorithm 1 do

if e in E′ and {e} ∪ M is a matching then
Add e to M with weight re

return M .

R. Instead of first drawing all the samples, and then all the realized weights, we consider a first
stage in which two realizations of each random variable De are drawn. Then, they are sorted in
decreasing order according to their values, breaking ties at random as explained above. Finally, the
offline algorithm goes through all these values in that order; each value is then associated with S
or R by a random toss of an unbiased coin. Consequently, the second, smaller weight of the same
edge arriving later is associated to the remaining category with probability 1. It is not hard to see
that the distributions of S and R are identical for both random processes. The pseudocode for this
offline procedure is given in Algorithm 2. As already mentioned, it mimics in an offline way the
construction of MS and E′ of Algorithm 1, as formalized in the following Claim.

Claim 1. The sets E′, MS and M are distributed in the same way when computed by Algorithm 1
as when computed by Algorithm 2.

Proof. Consider any run of Algorithm 2. Every edge value in A is either associated to R or to S,
or does not belong to any set of interest. In fact, an edge value a is associated to the R graph if
it is R used or if the other value for the same edge gets S used; the symmetric holds for S. It may
happen that an edge is never associated to either R or S, but it means that one of its endpoints
has been added to MS , so the edge does not belong to MS (because MS is a matching) nor to E′

and M (because it means that one of the endpoint is blocked by a large price). Since the S and
R values are all drawn independently from the product distribution on the De, for e ∈ E, they are
distributed in the same way no matter if we draw them first and then decide which set they belong
to (like in Algorithm 2), or the other way around (like in Algorithm 1).

Once we have the equivalence of the underlying stochastic processes, we just need to show that
for any realization of the S and R value, the corresponding sets of edges of interests are exactly the
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same in the offline and online settings. To avoid complication, we deterministically use the same
tie breaking rules in both the online and offline case.

Notice that if we restrict the offline algorithm to consider only the edge weights in the S graph,
we recover exactly the procedure to generate a greedy matching on the S graph. This is true
because what happens to the R used edges, or to the second realization of S used edges (i.e. all
values associated with R) has no influence on MS . Hence, we can claim that the two versions
of MS in the different algorithms indeed follow the same distribution. Actually, this is even true
step-wise: at any point in time during Algorithm 2, MS contains the greedy matching on the S
graph restricted to the edges whose se is greater than the value being considered at that time.

We conclude the proof by showing that the two versions of E′ coincide. Once we have that, it
is enough to observe that the matchings M are extracted in the same way from E′. To this end,
consider an iteration of Algorithm 1 in which an edge e in the R graph arrives. We argue that e is
added to E′ in the offline procedure if and only if the online procedure does the same.

Fix edge e = (u, v) added to E′ by Algorithm 1. Then, the online version of MS contains no
edges incident to u or v with larger weight than e, because this would imply a price higher than re.
Since the MS are the same in both algorithms, when Algorithm 2 considers e, it holds u, v ∈ V S

and Algorithm 2 will also add e. The other direction is analogous.

Given the above result, we will be using E′, MS and M mainly to refer to Algorithm 2, but the
same would apply to Algorithm 1.

We are now ready for the main Theorem of the Section, in which we show that the competitive
factor of Algorithm 1 is 16, i.e. for any adversarial arrival order of the edges, in expectation the
online algorithm retains at least a 1/16 fraction of the value of optimal offline matching OPT . The
high level idea of the proof lies in relating the optimal offline matching and our solution by using
MS (which yields a 2 approximation of OPT ) and a carefully chosen subset of E′, the safe edges.

Theorem 1. For the problem of finding a maximum-weight matching in a general graph G, in the

online edge arrival model, Algorithm 1 is 16-competitive in expectation, i.e.

16 · E [w(M)] ≥ E [OPT ] ,

where OPT is the weight of an optimal matching in G.

Proof. For any run of the offline algorithm, we say that an edge is considered if it is added to either
MS or E′. Furthermore, let V ′ be the subset of V s.t. the according vertices all have at least one
considered edge. Then, for each vertex v, we have the following inequality:

P[v ∈ E′|v ∈ V ′] = 1/2.

In fact, fix the point in the execution of the offline algorithm where the decision is made that v ∈ V ′.
This is the point in time the offline algorithm considers the first incident edge to v, implying that
when we arrive at this value a ∈ A, both of the corresponding edges’ endpoints are still free. Right
after deciding to consider a value, a fair coin is flipped to determine whether the according edge is
in E′ or MS .

Next, we claim the set E′ has expected weight at least w(MS)/2. This is true because for each
considered edge, we can have one of two cases: either e is added to both MS and E′, and in that
case re > se, or e ∈ MS \ E′. In the latter case, the decision to which set e is added was made by
flipping a fair coin. This means, MS and E′-edges are determined in the exact same way, except
that after already adding an R-version of e to E′, the S-version might still be used for MS .
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Now define val
Ê

(v) for any v ∈ V and Ê ⊆ E to denote the largest weight of an edge incident

to vertex v in edge set Ê, or 0 if there is no such edge. Then, it holds

E

[

∑

v∈V

valE′(v)

]

≥
1

2
E

[

∑

v∈V

valMS
(v)

]

= E [w(MS)] . (1)

We define ev as the edge (if any) that defines the value valE′(v), which is always the first edge
incident to v that was considered by the offline algorithm. Slightly abusing the notation, we define
rev

= 0 if the edge ev does not exist. We rewrite Eq. (1) as

E

[

∑

v∈V

rev

]

≥ E [w(MS)] , (2)

note that some edges might occur twice in above sum. Fix now some edge ev, we call ev = (u, v)
safe if for v, ev is also the only edge in E′ and for u, there is no smaller incident edge in E′. Focus
on node v. ev is the first edge in E′ by definition, and it is the last if the next considered edge
incident to v is associated to S. This happens with probability at most 1

2
since either this is the

first copy of the edge seen, or it must be in S anyway.
The latter happens if and only if the next edge after ev incident to u in the offline algorithm

is decided to be in S, which is also the case with probability at least 1/2 for the same reasons as
before. Both events do depend on each other - one might influence the other in terms of which
actual edge is the considered one or at which point in time the consideration takes place. But for
the R- S- decision on the next incident edge, it holds that it is either made only at the point in
time that edge is considered (via a fair coin flip), or it has been made before (i.e., edge is R−used).
In the latter case, however, the second copy must be in S. This means, the probability for the next
considered edge to be in S can never be manipulated to be below 1/2.

We showed that with probability at least 1/4, any edge ev is safe. Fix now any realization of
the edge weights in A, and consider only the randomness of the coin tosses. Then,

E[
∑

v∈V

rev
1{ev is safe}] =

∑

v∈V

∑

e∈E

re · P[ev is safe|ev = e] · P[ev = e]

≥
∑

v∈V

∑

e∈E

re

4
· P[ev = e] =

1

4
E

[

∑

v∈V

rev

]

.

Finally, we need to take the set of ev-edges and consider which subset of them will be part of
the matching chosen by the prophet inequality. Note that in the safe set, the only edge incident
to vertex v that might be chosen in the online algorithm is ev = (u, v), by definition. Now either,
this indeed happens in the algorithm, or at the time ev arrives, vertex u is already matched via
some edge e′

u, which must be of larger weight than ev due to the definition of safe. Now, this also
implies that eu is not safe, since apparently more than one edge is incident to u in E′. All in all,
we have that for each vertex v s.t. ev is safe, either v itself or a unique vertex u with eu not safe
will be matched via an edge of weight at least rev

. Since in case we indeed have that a safe edge
ev is added to M , ev can possibly also be the safe edge for its other endpoint (and our sum thus
counts the weight of this edge twice), the actual matching computed by the algorithm recovers at
least half of the summed-up values valE′(v) of the safe matching:

E [w(M)] ≥
1

2
E[

∑

v∈V

rev
1{ev is safe}] ≥

1

8
E [w(MS)] ≥

1

16
E [OPT ] .
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4 Vertex Arrival in Bipartite Graphs

The main difference in the bipartite setting is, as noted in the introduction, that instead of having
individual edge arrivals, one side of the graph is fixed and at each step a vertex arrives with all of
its incident edge weights revealed. We refer to the fixed side as the ‘items’ and the online side as
the ‘buyers’, even though in this section there is no incentive analysis. A truthful version of these
results, with slightly worse approximation guarantees, is presented in Section 5.

As before, the sample S is used to calculate prices, on both sides: items (fixed side vertices) have
prices to protect them from being sold too cheaply, while buyers (incoming vertices) have prices
they need to beat in order to participate in the market, in addition to beating the item prices.

Algorithm 3: Bipartite Prophet Matching

Set E′ = ∅
Compute the greedy matching MS on the graph with edge weights according to sample S
for all e = (i, j) ∈ MS do

Set pi = pj = se.
for all vertices k not matched in MS do

Set pk = 0.
for each arriving i∗ ∈ I do

Let ê = arg max{re| e = (i∗, j) and re > max{pi∗ , pj}}
Add ê to E′, with weight rê. // Only used for the analysis, just as before.

Let j∗ be the item in ê
if j∗ is still free in M then

Add (i∗, j∗) to M with weight rê

return M

We provide some intuition on the objects of interest that appear in the pseudo-code of Algorithm
3. MS is the greedy matching on the S graph, and it does not depend in any way on the actual
edge weights R. E′ is a subset of the edges of the R graph: each buyer is associated with at most
one item, but there may be items associated to more than one buyer. Solving these conflicts in E′

in favor of the first arriving edge we obtain M . Note that M is computed in an online fashion.
In order to relate E′ and M with OPT , similarly to the previous section, we consider an offline

version of the algorithm, i.e. Algorithm 4 which exhibits the same distribution over the relevant
allocations and can be analyzed more easily.

Equivalent offline algorithm. The offline algorithm interleaves the building of a greedy match-
ing MS with that of the (possibly non feasible) allocation E′. All the values are drawn in advance,
but they are assigned to S and R only upon arrival.

As before, we observe that the allocations E′ and M are distributed in exactly the same way,
whether they are computed by Algorithm 4 or Algorithm 3.

Claim 2. The sets E′, MS and M are distributed the same way when computed by Algorithm 3
as when computed by Algorithm 4.

Proof. The proof is analogous to the one of Claim 1, the only difference being that here we assume
vertex arrival, i.e. all edges incident to the same buyer arrive at the same time. The R and S graphs
in the offline and online setting follows the same distribution as argued in the previous Section, and
MS is still the greedy matching on the S graph, in both Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 3. We know
that M is extracted in the same way by E′ by the two algorithms, so we just need to argue that
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Algorithm 4: Bipartite Offline Matching

Set E′ = ∅, MS = ∅, M = ∅
IR = IS = I, JS = J
For each e ∈ I × J , draw from De two values ae,1 and ae,2

Order A = {ae,1, ae,2|e ∈ E} in a decreasing fashion
Mark each edge e ∈ E as unused
for each value a from A in above order do

if a corresponds to edge e s.t. e is unused then

Flip a coin
if Heads then

Mark e as R-used
else

Mark e as S-used
if e has just been marked R-used, or was previously S-used, i ∈ IR and j ∈ JS then

Add e to E′ with weight a and remove i from IR.
if e has just been marked S-used, or was previously R-used, i ∈ IS and j ∈ JS then

Remove j from JS , and remove i from IS and from IR

Add e to MS with weight a
for each e in the same order as Algorithm 1 do

if e in E′ and {e} ∪ M is a matching then
Add e to M with weight re

return M .

for each fixed realization of the edge weights, the online and offline versions of the edge sets E′

coincide. Considering now which edges e = (i, j) from the R graph are successfully added to M ′,
those are exactly the ones such that for both of their endpoints, no incident edge had an S-value
greater than re and no edge containing i with the same property but larger value exists. This is
exactly the set of edges fulfilling the argmax in Algorithm 3.

We are now ready to show the main result of this Section.

Theorem 2. For the problem of max-weight matching in a bipartite graph G, where vertices on

one side arrive online, Algorithm 3 is 8-competitive in expectation, i.e.

8 · E [w(M)] ≥ OPT,

where OPT denotes the weight of an optimal matching in G.

Proof. We start noting that for the greedy matching MS it holds that E[w(MS)] ≥ 1
2
E[OPT ].

Further, for the same reasons as in the edge arrival case, we have E[w(E′)] ≥ 1
2
E[w(MS)].

Especially, recall that for any vertex v, ev denotes the v-incident edge in E′ with largest weight,
and valE′(v) = rev

. Again, as in Eq. (2), we have

E

[

∑

v∈V

rev

]

≥ E [w(MS)] .

The definition of safe edges, however, changes slightly: since now, all edges incident to some
buyer i arrive at the same time, for each i, there exists only at most one i-incident edge in E′ since
after adding one, we erase i from the available set. Therefore, we define ev = (u, v) as safe if for
the item vertex in j = {u, v} ∩ J , there exists no smaller j-incident edge than ev in E′. We note
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that any edge ev is safe with probability at least 1
2
: after adding ev incident to j, when the next

j-incident edge is considered in the offline algorithm, it is assigned to S and therefore MS with
probability at least 1

2
. This yields

E[
∑

v∈V

rev
1{ev is safe}] =

∑

v∈V

∑

e∈E

re · P[ev is safe|ev = e] · P[ev = e]

≥
∑

v∈V

∑

e∈E

re

2
· P[ev = e] =

1

2
E

[

∑

v∈V

rev

]

.

Consider an edge e = (i, j) in the safe set and note that at least one of its endpoints will be
matched via an edge with value at least re in M . We account for this possible double-counting
(since e contributes to above sum for both endpoints) by dividing by 2. Taking now the expectation
over all the algorithm and the random values in A, we can conclude that

E [w(M)] ≥
1

2
E[

∑

v∈V

rev
1{ev is safe}] ≥

1

4
E [w(MS)] ≥

1

8
E [OPT ] .

5 Truthful Bipartite Matching

For the same model as in the previous section, with buyers on the left side of G arriving online and
items on the right side available offline, we design an incentive-compatible version of our prophet
inequality. The difficulty is that our 8-approximation in Theorem 2 relies on each buyer choosing
the largest incident edge that beats an item’s price. However, if the price is close to the buyer’s
value, this edge might have very low utility. The buyer might prefer to purchase an item she has
lower value for instead, but where the price is sufficiently lower, weakening our analysis to the point
that we can no longer show any approximation.

Clearly, a different approach is in order. We use a pricing-based algorithm that does not rely
on restricting the buyer’s choice of item (among those with feasible prices that are still available).
Instead, we ensure a sufficient weight for the resulting matching solely via appropriate thresholds
for each buyer and item: this can be seen as doing a worst-case analysis over all threshold-feasible
edges instead of choosing a good subset of them, explaining the incurred loss in the approximation.
This allows us to make another small change and, among all threshold-feasible items, always assign
the utility-maximizing one. In turn, the routine becomes truthful, and we have to mainly care
about showing the approximation.

Our strategy for setting the aforementioned thresholds can be interpreted as follows. Assume
we take as a starting point not our prophet inequality for the bipartite case, but the one for
general graphs with edge arrivals. Obviously, arrival orders for the bipartite one-sided model we
consider here are highly restricted compared to general edge-arrival. However, assuming the graph
is bipartite, each arriving edge will consist of exactly one buyer i and one item j. Then, Algorithm 1
assigns prices pi and pj, where pi corresponds to the aforementioned buyer threshold we are planning
to use.

Our mechanism works as follows: we determine greedy prices on the sample graph for all vertices
just as described above. When a buyer i arrives, we present her not with the greedy price of each
item, but instead charge for each item j the maximum over pj and pi. Then, we let the buyer
choose what she likes best, i.e. we assign a utility-maximizing item.

Here, MS is again a greedy matching on the sample graph. As before (we omit this part of
the analysis because it is analogous), one can imagine an offline version of Algorithm 5 that simply
draws two values for each edge, and then goes through their set A in non-increasing order, deciding
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Algorithm 5: Truthful Bipartite

Set MT = ∅
Compute the greedy matching MS on the graph with edge weights according to sample S.
for all e = (i, j) ∈ MS do

Set pi = pj = se.
for all vertices k not matched in MS do

Set pk = 0.
for each arriving i∗ ∈ I do

Set F (i∗) = {e = (i∗, j)|re > max{pi∗ , pj} and j is not matched in MT }
Set ẽ = arg max{re − max{pi∗ , pj}| e ∈ F (i∗)}
Add ẽ = (i∗, j∗) to MT with weight rẽ

Charge buyer i∗ a price of max{pi∗ , pj∗}
return MT

for each value considered whether it belongs to R or S (if this was not yet decided by the twin
value for the same edge).

Also as before, the offline version will produce the same set of price-beating or feasible edges
E′, which are the exact ones that Algorithm 5 will consider (and add in case they are the buyer’s
favorite and the item is still free).

Theorem 3. For the bipartite max-weight matching problem with one-sided vertex arrival, Algo-

rithm 5 is a truthful 16-approximation, in expectation.

Proof. Truthfulness is immediate: on arrival, the unmatched items are offered to the buyer for prices
determined independently of the buyer’s values, and she is assigned one that is maximizing her
utility. By misreporting, her utility can therefore only become worse. Now for the approximation
ratio, consider the edge set E′ defined via the offline version of our edge-arrival Algorithm 2. Note
that the arrival order, be it edge-arrival or vertex-arrival, has no influence whatsoever on the
computation of set E′ in this algorithm. With the same arguments as in the analysis of the edge-
arrival model, E′ from the offline version is distributed exactly as the set of all price-feasible edges E′

in Algorithm 5. We base our proof on the observation that after establishing E[w(E′)] ≥ 1
2
E[w(MS)],

all we do in the analysis of Algorithm 1 is proving a lower bound on the weight of a maximal
matching in edge set E′. Concretely, since E′ is the same as for edge arrival as well as vertex
arrival in the offline versions of our algorithms, all inequalities hold as before. In addition, when
a buyer arrives that beats both thresholds of at least one incident edge, she also has nonnegative
utility for the edge when paying the maximum over both. Therefore, if an edge in E′ is incident
to the buyer and the item is free at her arrival, she will match to some item (not necessarily
this one, due to choosing the utility-maximizing option, but some). Therefore, no buyer i ∈ I
s.t. ∃j ∈ J s.t. e = (i, j) ∈ E′ will ever stay unmatched unless all according items are matched
already. On the other hand, fixing an item j with at least one incident edge in E′, j will either
be matched or the according buyer chooses to match to a different item. Together, this implies
that Algorithm 5 chooses indeed a maximal matching in edge set E′. Now consider again the edges
{ev |v ∈ V } defined as before for edge arrival (and actually, computed as before, just on a subset
of possible instances containing only the bipartite graphs). Recall that for every vertex v, ev is
the largest-weight edge in E′ incident to v, if any. For each edge ev = (i, j) that is also safe, i.e.,
E′ contains no lower-weight edges incident to i or j, neither i nor j can be matched in MT via a
smaller edge than e. At the same time, since MT is maximal in E′, either i or j must be matched,
yielding that MT recovers at least half of the summed-up values

∑

v∈V rev
1ev is safe analogously to
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the edge-arrival case.

6 Conclusion

The single-sample paradigm is proving more and more powerful, even for combinatorially interesting
problems like max-weight matching. We have designed constant-approximation prophet inequal-
ities for a number of settings, and our results hold without restrictive assumptions like limited
degree. However, approximation ratios clearly seem to depend on the generality of arrival model,
independence assumptions on the distributions, the assumed structure of the underlying graphs,
and whether or not one assumes the presence of selfish agents. In the future, it will be an interesting
endeavor to fully understand these relationships of model and ratio, and derive tighter approxima-
tions as well as lower bounds. Finally, a range of other combinatorial problems for which prophet
inequalities with small competitive ratio are known to exist in the full information model, are left
to explore in the single-sample setup.
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